ELECTRICAL PLAN REVIEW

This bulletin clarifies the electrical plan review process and requirements. This bulletin replaces Bulletin 2000-026-EL and Bulletin 2000-048-EL.

Background

The Canadian Electrical Code, Part I, Rule 2-014 requires that the owners or their agents to submit plans and specifications for acceptance by the inspection department before work is commenced. Section 5.5 of the Electrical By-law No. 5563 mandates that as a condition precedent to the issuance of any permit, the City Electrician may require that any plans, specifications or drawings required by this By-law be approved by the City Electrician.

Building permit submission

Where the submission of electrical plans is required during the application for a building permit, an applicant for a building permit needs to provide sealed and signed electrical plans together with the corresponding Letter of Assurance (Schedule B) and a completed Electrical Plan Examiner’s Transmittal Form (see the attachment of this bulletin). Bulletin 2018-004-BU/EL provides additional information for the requirements of building permit and electrical permit submissions.

Electrical permit submission

Two sets of complete electrical plans and specifications intended for construction purposes shall be submitted by an electrical contractor to Trades Permits Counter of the Services Centre for the application intake for an electrical permit. These plans shall be sealed and signed by the Registered Professional of Record. Where the building permit is under a CP program, plans and specifications shall be provided with the CP stamp as well.

Electrical permit, plan review process and requirements

Where the submitted plans have not yet been approved, the City Electrician may issue a permit separate from the application for a main permit for a limited period of time described as an "interim permit" subject to such terms and conditions as deemed appropriate; the fee for an interim permit shall be based on the flat-fee, and the fee for the main permit shall be based on the cost of work including materials and labour, as set out in Schedule A of the Electrical By-law No.5563.

During the permit application intake and review process, in the case of any circumstance where the City Electrician considers it is necessary or desirable, the City Electrician may allow an electrical contractor to pay the following fees; when the building permit for a site development/project issuing with its spin-off building permits for the construction of a complex comprised of multiple buildings above an underground parking:

a) the fee for the main electrical permit related to the main/site building permit to be based on the total installation value including materials and labour for the entire complex/project, and
b) the fee for each electrical permit related to the spin-off building permits to be based on $250; as set out in Schedule A of the Electrical By-law.

In cases of multi-staged CP based construction projects where complete electrical drawings have not been submitted for a full electrical plan review, an electrical contractor may apply for an interim permit in addition to the main permit to perform a limited scope of work; such an application for an interim permit shall be accompanied with the necessary plans and documents corresponding to the scope of the intended work, the referenced plans and documents shall be signed and sealed by the Registered Professional of Record.

Upon completion of the plan review, one set of drawings stamped by the electrical plan checker will be returned to the permit holder, these drawings are to be used as field construction drawings and shall be kept on site and made available for review by the City’s electrical inspection staff, the second set to be used by the district electrical inspector retained for City records. If the electrical contractor deviates from the accepted drawings during the installation, a project change notice from the Registered Professional of Record shall be submitted to the City by the electrical contractor along with the applicable re-inspection fee. All essential deviations must be accompanied by two new sets of drawings submitted to City. Resubmission of the amended drawings for further evaluation by the plan checker is subject to the fees based on time actually spent on the additional plan review as set out in Schedule A of the Electrical By-law.

Requirements for plans submittal where the electrical installation involves (General):

1. Wiring installations of new public buildings, industrial establishments, factories, and other new buildings in which public safety is involved - CE Code Rule 2-014, Section 5.5 of Electrical By-law.

2. High voltage installation - any voltage exceeding 750V - Bulletin 2005-004-EL.
   The following information must be provided with the permit application for a special event that includes a portable unit substation utilized for the event’s power supply:
   a) Electrical Registered Professional’s letter stating his responsibility for the installation.
   b) Data regarding short circuit interrupting capacity on primary and secondary, step and touch voltage.
   c) Details of system grounding - conductor size, ground rods, etc.
   d) Warning signs, physical separation of HV station fencing - grounding of the fence if it is metal.
   e) Approval of electrical equipment - Rule 2-024.
   f) A single line diagram indicating the extent of field installation on the secondary side (what the supplied number of buildings, tents or other structures is, and service panels in these structures, transformers, grounding of each service, etc.).
   g) Wiring methods - underground, or covered by acceptable means.

3. Installation of electrical equipment in hazardous locations (i.e. gasoline dispensing and service stations, propane dispensing, container filling and storage, compressed natural gas refuelling stations and compressors and storage facilities, commercial repair garages, finishing processes (spray booth), distilleries, sewage lift and treatment plants).

4. Installation of electrical wiring and equipment within patient care areas of health care facilities.

5. Modification or upgrade of fire alarm system (FAS), or installation of new FAS or DDRS in existing building triggered by automatic elevators applied with Firefighters’ Emergency Operation that Phase I Emergency Recall Operation initiated by fire detectors - Bulletin 2018-004-BU/EL.
6. Installation of service or feeder - 3 Ø ≥ 800 Amp and 1 Ø ≥ 800 Amp.

7. Installation of transformers equal or greater than 225 kVA.

8. Installation of solar photovoltaic system with an equipment rating in excess of 10 kW.

9. Installation of emergency electrical power supply system, power-generating equipment, renewable energy system, storage batteries and etc.

10. Installation of electric vehicle energy management system - Bulletin 2019-006-BU/EL.

11. Other installations as may be prescribed by the City Electrician.
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